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TIVES 
of many forms 

Hermit Hut by Michael R. Stillion 

But a little mystery creates a more 
compelling story. Several works require 
..nore of the viewer and are ultimately the 
strongest in the exhibit. 

Focusing on the tenuous relationship 
between stability and fragility, Michael R. 
Stillion paints elaborate fantasy struc
tures. Part treehouse and part shanty, his 
structures exist in a state of constant 
tension. 

In Hermit Hut, poles and ropes prop 
up an impossible piece of architecture. 
One wrong move would surely lead to 
disaster. The painting is a metaphor for 
the precarious physical and emotional 
structures we build around ourselves 
every day. 

Lisa Schare calls American foreign 
policy absurd in While Rome Burned: It 
depicts a group of cheerleaders in front 
of burning ruins. The piece, which 
addresses the war in Iraq, also critiques 
media coverage. 

Surreal and completely mysterious, 
Deborah Morrissey-McGoff's Night Gar
den is about possibility. From a majestic 
blue heron by the water's edge to a shoot
ing star streaking across the night sky, the 
painting exudes an expectant magic. 

Donna Coleman explores gender and 
power in Dog Park. 

At first glance, Laura A. Vinnedge's 
paintings appear out of place. With no 
figures and little recognizable imagery, 
nothing about her work cries out "narra-
tive." Using abstract layers of color, she 
produces what appear to be stunningly 
beautiful ctose-up landscapes. The paint� 
ings seem like a celebration of an earthly 
paradise, but something is wrong. 

Instead of paradise, perhaps the image 

Riffe Gallery show highlights 
works of creative Ohioans 

By Christopher A. Yates 
FOR THE COLUMBUS DISPATCH 

A
rtists - like parents, teachers, preachers and 
politicians - know th� value of a story. 

A good one can change lives. 
In "New Narratives: Paintings by Ohio Artists" at 

the Riffe Gallery, curator Dominique H. Vasseur has 
assembled works by 12 artists who use complex narratives to 
present issues social, political and personal. 

Some works are straightforward and easy to understand. 
There is nothing subtle about the anti-poverty/homelessness 

message in Ronald William�' Yield on Greed. And there is no 
mistaking the horror of war in Diane Fitch's Vietnam or the cele
bratory joy in Ron Anderson's She Just Loves To Dance II. 

Chemical Warfare: PBDE, PFA, PCB by Laura A. Vmnedge 

is a strange, cancerous growth. Narrative 
reveals itself through title. In Chemical 
Warfare: PBDE, PFA, PCB, beauty is 
transformed into terror. The painting is a 
warning about the invisible penetration 
of toxic chemicals into our environment. 

Other strong works include Adam 

► "New Narratives: Paintings by Ohio Artists"
continues through July 12 In the Riffe Gallery,
77 S. High St Hours: noon to 4 p.m. Sundays,
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Tuesdays and 10 a.m. to
8 p.m. Wednesdays through Saturdays. Call
614-644-9624 or visit www.riffegallery.org.

Detail of Ukrainian Folk Song 
byAkaPereyma 

Brouillette's This Land Is Our Land, 
Edwin George's Earth Spirits Rising, Aka 
Pereyma's "Ukrainian Folk Song" series 
and Brian R. Williams' Narcolepsy Date. 

The exhibit proves that narrative paint
ing is not dead but alive and well with a 
host of unique voices. 
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The Year in Review 

EXHIBITS 

Visual delights 
Wide range of works 
caught viewers' eyes 

. in past 12 months 

Visitors to central Ohio museums, 
arts centers and galleries were treat
ed this year to spectacles of teapots 
and mummies, real-estate drawings 
and Burmese artifacts, and the paint
ings of a Belgian phenomenon and a 
home-grown favorite. 

Free-lance reviewers for The Dis
patch contributed to this list of the 
best art exhibits of 2009. Events are 
listed in chronological order with 
excerpts from the printed reviews or 
comments from the reviewers. 

Kanwischer-Hou.se wl Arch, draw
ing by Charles Kanwischer 

• "Charles Kanwischer: Real
Estate Drawings," January and Feb
ruary, Dublin Arts Center: "The de
cline of the American housing mar
ket added poignancy to these 
meticulous and prescient drawings 
of homes . . . .  The cyclical nature of 
houses became a compelling narra
tive with sociological and psycholog
ical nuances." 

-Kaizaad Kotwal

• "To Live Forever: Egyptian Trea
sures From the Brooklyn Museum," 
February to June, Columbus Museum 
of Art: "The exhibit includes more 
than 100 objects beautifully installed 
in galleries decorated to make vis
itors feel as if they have been trans
ported back to the time of the 
pharaohs." 

-Jacqueline Hall

1\vo teapots by Laura Peery 

• "The Infinite Teapot," February
and March, Ohio Craft Museum: 
"The artistry, complexity and delight 
found in a simple object make this a 
special exhibit." 

-J.H.

• "Vivian Pitman," March, Lindsay
Gallery: "An outsider/folk artist by 
definition; her art is marked by a 
gutsy aesthetic and daring dialectic 
of the political landscape in America, 
including race, religion and class." 

-K.K.

Lunch, 1964 by George Tooker 

• "George Tooker: A Retrospec
tive," May to August, Columbus Mu
seum of Art: "Meditative and intense, 
Tooker's paintings are about the hu
man condition. Best-known for 
angst-ridden, Orwellian imagery, his 
work also addresses the perils and 
possibilities of community." 

-Christopher A. Yates

• "New Narratives: Paintings by
Ohio Artists," May to July, Riffe 
Gallery: "Curated by Dominique H. 
Vasseur, the show assembled works 
by 12 painters who employ storytell
ing. Proving that narrative painting is 
not dead, the complex exhibit 
touched a host of social, political and 
personal issues." 

-C.A.Y.

SHERRIE GALLERIE 

Counter by Curtis Benzie 

• "Curtis Benzie: Double Vision,"
May and June, Sherrie Gallerie: "The 
porcelain works exude a fragile re
finement laced with a modernist 
exploration of line, form and texture. 
. . .  When light interacts with them, 
the varying degrees of opacity within 
the surfaces makes these ceramic 
marvels seem to glow from within." 

-K.K.
• "Tamara Jaeger: Selected

Assemblages" and "Julia McLemore: 
Recent Floral Photographs," June 
and July, Keny Galleries: "The un
common works of Tamara Jaeger and 
Julia McLemore - which have little 
in common except being created 
with great skill and imagination -
are on display. Jaeger builds whim
sical assemblages. with recycled 
wood; McLemore's floral photograms 
are delicate and luminous prints, 

COLUMBUS MUSEUM OF ART 

made without a camera." 
-J.H.

• "The Urban Landscape," June
and July, Art Access Gallery: "A trio of 
artists -Perry Brown, Curtis Gold
stein and Joe Lombardo -collab
orates on a stimulating exploration of 
metropolitan scenes." 

-J.H.

• "Luc Tuymans," September to
January, Wexner Center for the Arts: 
"Tuymans' paintings exude a quiet, 
contemplative simplicity. Powerfully 
addressing concepts of memory and 
interpretation, he positions himself 
in the gray space between extremes, 
allowing for thoughtful introspec
tion." 

-C.A.Y.

• "Alice Schille: The Early Years,
1902-1914," October to December, 
Schumacher Gallery: "The profound
ly gifted Columbus native led a sto
ried life devoted to art, travel and 
teaching. Documenting her devel
opment before the start of World 
War I, the exhibit underscores 
Schille's compositional prowess and 
ability to deftly organize complex 
images into patterns of shape and 
light." 

-C.A.Y.

• "Baptists in Burma," October to
December, Denison 
Museum: "High
lighting Denison 
University's fasci
nating and 
unique collec
tion of Bur
mese artifacts, 
the visually 
stunning 
exhibit in
cludes Budd
ha sculp
tures, 
lacquered 
bowls, silver 
vessels, tex

Seated Buddha 
With Two Disciples, 
the Earth God and 
Four Chinthes 

tiles, figurines and archived photo
graphs and documents. The show's 
strength is in revealing the complex 
nature of religious and cultural colli
sion." 

-C.A.Y.
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